We study the possibility of intrinsic (non-perturbative) charm in parton distribution functions (PDF) of the proton, within the context of the CT10 next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) global analysis. Three models for the intrinsic charm (IC) quark content are compared:
I. CHARMED QUARKS IN THE CTEQ-TEA GLOBAL ANALYSIS
The Global Analysis uses QCD theory to analyze a broad range of experimental data. In particular, the theoretical predictions for short-distance scattering processes allow the measurement, within some approximations, of universal parton distribution functions (PDFs) for the proton. These functions can then be used to predict hadronic cross sections in the QCD and electroweak theories, and in beyond-the-standard-model theories. With the new high-precision data becoming available from the LHC, the goal of QCD global analysis is to be able to make predictions that are accurate to be less than about one percent.
The most recent CT10NNLO PDFs (referred to as the CT10 PDFs in this paper) are based on next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) approximations for perturbative QCD [1] . That is, NNLO approximations are used for the running coupling α S (Q), for the DGLAP evolution equations, and for those hard matrix elements for which the NNLO approximation is available [2, 3] .(NLO is used only for inclusive jet data.)
Another important approximation in the CT10 analysis concerns the treatment of charmed quark effects. There are two issues: the dependence on the assumed charmed quark mass, and the possibility of a nonperturbative charm component in the proton (intrinsic charm IC). The first issue has been addressed in many papers [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and was considered recently in the context of the CT10 analysis in Ref. [12] . In that work the general dependence on the charm quark mass was studied and a preferred value of m c (m c ) = 1.15
+0.18
−0.12 GeV was obtained at 68% C.L., where the error is a sum in quadrature of PDF and theoretical uncertainties. Here, m c (m c ) denotes the running mass of the charm quark, defined in the modified minimal-subtraction (MS) scheme and evaluated at the scale of m c . This value, constrained primarily by a combination of inclusive and charm production measurements in HERA deep-inelastic scattering, translates into m pole c = 1.31
+0.19
−0.13 GeV and 1.54
+0.18
−0.12 GeV if using the conversion formula in Eq. (17) of Ref. [13] at one and two loops. Either converted value is compatible with the value of m pole c = 1.3 GeV, which was assumed by CT10, and which we shall use as our standard charm mass value in this paper.
The second issue, the possibility of intrinsic charm, is our primary concern here. In the standard CT10 analysis, the charm and anti-charm quark PDFs were turned on at the scale Q = Q c = m c = 1.3 GeV with an initial O(α 2 s ) distribution, consistent with NNLO matching [14] . Thus, at higher Q, most of the charm PDF is generated from DGLAP evolution. However, one can also consider the possibility of including an additional contribution,ĉ(x), to the initial charm and anti-charm PDFs at the scale Q c , beyond that required by matching. In principle, this intrinsic charm content would be suppressed by powers of (Λ QCD /m c ), but since this ratio is not very small, it may be important.
Thus, in this paper we ask these questions: What are the nonperturbative c and c components of the proton? Is intrinsic charm significant? Accurate predictions of the c and c parton distributions will be relevant to some important LHC measurements. For example, production of W ± and Z 0 involves cd, cs, dc, sc and cc contributions. Another example is charmed particle production at the LHC, which will depend quite directly on the c and c partons; some data for this process have already been published [15] . In addition, because of the momentum sum rule, an increase in the charm component of the proton must be compensated by a decrease in other components. So, in a model with IC, a compensating change in the gluon PDF could change the theoretical predictions of other processes, such as jet production at the Tevatron and Higgs boson production at the LHC, which are not directly related to charm. The current paper updates previous work on the charm PDFs, which was based on the CTEQ6.5 global analysis [16] . However, there are some important advances with respect to the previous work. Most importantly, the PDFs in this paper will be based on the NNLO approximation of perturbative QCD; the previous work was NLO. Also, some more recent data is now available and is used here: the combined H1 and ZEUS data for both inclusive deep-inelastic scattering [17] and inclusive charm production [18] at HERA. Given these improvements to theory and experiment, we expect that this updated analysis will yield a better understanding of the charm PDF.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present three models of the intrinsic charm quark PDF, and obtain fits and constraints on these models by performing a global analysis of the data, using a charm mass 1 of m c = 1.3 GeV. In Section 3 we list the data used in the global analysis and present comparisons between theory and data for the data sets that are particularly sensitive to the charm quark PDF. In Section 4 we use these PDFs (with the corresponding PDFs for other partons, of course) in calculations of processes at the LHC that would be particularly sensitive to the charm quark PDF. In Section 5 we consider the correlation of the amount of intrinsic charm with the value of the charm mass.
In particular, we demonstrate this correlation by re-doing the fit for one of the models with the larger value of the charm mass m c = 1.67 GeV. Section 6 contains our conclusions. We also include an appendix, which contains the technical definition of a novel variable that we use to assess the comparison of theory and data for the individual data sets.
II. FITS WITH AN INTRINSIC CHARM COMPONENT
Following our earlier study of c and c content of the proton [16] , we will consider three models for the charm PDF c(x, Q c ). In all three models, the charm PDF becomes active at the matching scale Q c = m c = 1.3 GeV. The first model is the standard CT10 PDFs; they have an initial value of c(x, Q c ) =c(x, Q c ) that is fixed by NNLO matching 2 [14] and is O(α 2 s ). For Q > Q c , additional charm content is generated by radiation, as required by the 1 Throughout this paper, unless otherwise specified, the variable m c will indicate the charm mass in the pole mass scheme. 2 Note that, in the absence of intrinsic charm, the condition c(x, Q c ) = c(x, Q c ) = 0 is only valid for Q c = m c at NLO; at NNLO, the starting charm quark PDFs are O(α 2 s ) and nonzero, even for Q c = m c . evolution equations of the renormalization group. For most values of Q (larger than a few GeV) this radiated charm content dominates the O(α 2 s ) initial contribution. In the other two models, we assume some additional nonperturbative intrinsic charm (IC) content,ĉ(x), which is added to the O(α 2 s ) perturbative contribution at the scale Q c . The second model, which we call the BHPS model, has an IC content that is parametrized by a "valence-like" nonperturbative function,
This model, which is representative of predictions from the light-cone picture of nucleon structure, is based on the original work of Brodsky, Hoyer, Peterson, and Sakai [19] ; it was also considered in the NLO CTEQ6.5 study [16] . The third model, which we call the SEA model, has an IC content that is parametrized by a "sea-like" nonperturbative function,
For all three models we use the Fortran 95 package HOPPET [20] to include the IC with the NNLO matching and to evolve the PDFs at NNLO. We also use the NNLO S-ACOT-χ scheme [6] , which is designed to approximately account for production threshold kinematics. The other partons are parametrized at an initial scale Q 0 = 1.295 GeV with adjustable shape parameters. The parametrizations are essentially like CT10, but with some minor changes especially for the gluon PDF. The values of the shape parameters are varied to find the best fit to the global data set, which we shall describe in Section III. This best fit is obtained by minimizing a global χ 2 function with respect to the input shape parameters, for different choices for IC. The fitting procedures include the treatment of systematic errors and other techniques that have been described in recent reports on CTEQ-TEA global analysis [1] .
We note here that the scale parameters Q 0 and Q c , as well as the mass scale introduced in the S-ACOT-χ scheme could affect the determination of IC. In principle, any variation of the scale Q 0 can be absorbed into the parametrization of the initial PDFs, but in practice it can affect the overall χ 2 minimum. In the absence of IC, any variation of Q c away from m c would produce a change in the predictions at the next higher order in α s . Similar dependence on the S-ACOT-χ rescaling variable should occur at higher order in α s in the absence of IC. The effects induced from these latter two scales, Q c and the rescaling variable χ, do not cancel in the presence of nonzero IC, but instead can be considered as part of the defining parametrization of IC. However, since we are concerned here with the relative change in the global χ 2 as IC is turned on, we can consider the dependence on these three auxiliary scales as part of the systematic theoretical uncertainty of the global analysis, which is no worse than their contribution to the uncertainty in global fits without IC. Thus, we keep them fixed, while varying the amount of IC. We keep fixed Q 0 = 1.295 GeV, Q c = m c , and we use the default definition of the ACOT-χ variable,
for evaluating the coefficient functions in charm production; note that χ ∼ x for Q ≫ m c . Different choices for these variables may affect the precise limits that we can place on IC, but we do not expect them to change our overall conclusions. In contrast to the above three auxiliary scale parameters, we distinguish the charm quark mass parameter of QCD, m c , which enters in the hard matrix elements through the coefficient functions. Since this is a fundamental parameter of the theory, it is possible that there is a correlation between the value of m c and the amount of intrinsic charm that is physically significant. We shall postpone the discussion of this further until Section V. In this section and the following two sections we keep the charm mass fixed at the CTEQ standard value of m c = 1.3 GeV.
To examine the dependence on the type and amount of intrinsic charm we carry out a series of fits, varying the parameter A in (1) or (2) . That is, we minimize χ 2 with respect to all variations of the input parameters, constrained by a fixed value of the intrinsic charm content,ĉ(x), which we specify by its momentum fraction 3 at the scale Q c ,
which in turn is determined by A. Here we have multiplied by a factor of 2 in order to include both the c andc contributions. To satisfy the proton momentum sum rule at Q ≥ Q c , this momentum fraction has been subtracted from the total momentum fraction available to the light partons for Q < Q c . [1] , includes the treatment of correlated systematic errors. The parabolic curves are determined from fits with many values of x IC . Two exemplary fits for each model are shown as dots. They have x IC = 0.57% and 2% for the BHPS models; and 0.57% and 1.5% for the SEA models. These 4 examples will be used in the subsequent discussion. Figure 1 provides a first step toward setting upper limits on the intrinsic charm. As χ 2 F increases, the goodness-of-fit to the global data set decreases, and at some point we judge that the data has ruled out the theory; this point could define a maximum acceptable value of x IC . However, we know from experience that relying only on the value of χ 2 F is not always the best measure of the goodness-of-fit. For example, there may be PDFs with small global χ 2 F , but for which one or a few individual data sets are very poorly fit, balanced by especially good fits to other data sets. Furthermore, in the global χ 2 F , a particular experiment that is very sensitive to a fit parameter, but has a small number of data points will be relatively underweighted compared to other data sets that are less sensitive, but which have more data points. Thus, in order that the PDFs agree to a reasonable degree with all the individual data sets, we must also look at the χ 2 values from individual experiments, not just the overall sum of the χ 2 values. To obtain a measure of the goodness-of-fit that includes the separate values of individual experiments, we introduce a "Tier-2 penalty" T 2 (i) for each experiment i. This measures the goodness-of-fit for that experiment; a large value means that the experiment i is not consistent with the theory. (T 2 (i) is not simply χ 2 i , but they are related. T 2 (i) is designed to increase more rapidly than χ 2 i when χ 2 i moves beyond the 90% confidence level. Additional details are given in the Appendix.)
The dotted curves in Figure 2 show χ 2 F + T 2 versus x IC for the two models of IC. Our usual choice for the "tolerance" of a PDF fit is
That is, a set of PDFs with ∆ (χ 2 F + T 2 ) > 100 is deemed to be such a poor fit to the data that it is ruled out (at the 90% confidence level). From Fig. 2 we see that in the present study, the T 2 contribution turns on and rises very sharply with x IC , thus determining the upper limits on IC. The sharp increase in slope arises when one or more experiment becomes poorly fit as the charm momentum fraction increases. As we shall see and discuss in more detail in section III, the dominant constraint on the SEA model is from the combined HERA charm production measurements; however, the main constraints on the BHPS model come from several measurements, but not the HERA charm production experiments. We conclude that the upper limits on x IC , at the 90% C.L., are:
0.025 for the BHPS model,
Note that the four example PDFs are all within these limits. The global data does not rule out BHPS2 (which has x IC = 2%), nor SEA2 (which has x IC = 1.5%). However, these are close to the upper limits for x IC , and can be taken as representative PDF models with amounts of IC near the largest acceptable value. 2 show that x IC > 0.015 is disfavored for the SEA model, while the BHPS model allows a larger charm content, up to about x IC = 0.025. Furthermore, the BHPS model provides a value of χ 2 F + T 2 that is lower than that of the standard CT10 PDFs for x IC < 0.018. The BHPS model with x IC = 0.009 gives the best fit to the global data set. However, the small decrease ∆(χ 2 F + T 2 ) ≃ −20 is really not significant enough to herald the discovery of intrinsic charm. In the rest of the paper we shall focus on the four IC models marked as dots in Figs. 1 and 2, labelled as SEA1, SEA2, BHPS1 and BHPS2. The fraction of intrinsic charm component for each model is 0.57%, 1.5%, 0.57% and 2%, respectively, cf. Table 2 .
The result in Fig. 1 is rather different from the corresponding result from our earlier NLO CTEQ6.5 study [16] . The order of magnitude of the dependence of χ 2 F on x IC is comparable to the earlier study. However, the behaviors of the BHPS model and the SEA model are reversed. In the current NNLO study, we find χ 2 BHPS < χ 2 SEA , leading to a larger upper limit on x IC for the BHPS model. In the older NLO study the inequality was the reverse. Because of the advances in both theory and data, listed above, we trust that the current results are more realistic regarding the issue of intrinsic charm.
More extensive comparisons between theory and experiment are given in Section 3, while a discussion of the correlation of these fits with the value of the charm mass is deferred to Section 5. GeV. CT10 has no IC;ĉ(x) = 0. But the charm distribution evolves rapidly from Q c to 2 GeV. For Q > 8 GeV and x < 0.01, the CT10 charm PDF is comparable to the IC models.
The BHPS model has a "valence-like" charm distribution at Q c . So for small Q, the charm density with x > 0.1 is significantly larger than our standard CT10 charm PDF. Even for Q as large as 85 GeV, c(x, Q) is still notably larger for the BHPS model than for CT10, for large x. On the other hand, for small x, say x < 0.05, the BHPS model and CT10 charm densities are approximately equal for Q > 8 GeV. Because the IC in this model is concentrated at large x, the resulting PDFs can fit most data comparably well as CT10, as long as x IC is not too large; cf. Section 3.
The SEA model has a "sea-like" charm distribution at Q c . There is a large c density at Q c for small and intermediate x ranges, say x < 0.2. The charm PDF evolves rapidly from Q c to 2 GeV, but nevertheless c(x, Q) continues to be notably larger than CT10 at small x, even for Q as large as 8 GeV. Because of this large charm density at low x, the SEA model has a more difficult time fitting the combined HERA charm data than CT10, or than the BPHS model for equal values of x IC ; cf. Section 3.
To emphasize the differences between the models, relevant to LHC experiments, Figure 4 compares c(x, Q) for the four examples of the BHPS and SEA models, at the large momentum scale Q = 85 GeV. For each case the ratio c(x, Q) IC /c(x, Q) CT10 is plotted as a function of x. The shaded region is the uncertainty band for the charm distribution of CT10 at Q = 85 GeV. Note that the charm distributions with IC are allowed to be outside the uncertainty band of CT10, since CT10 was created with the constraint that the charm PDF was radiatively generated. Putting intrinsic charm into the c and c distributions will, of course, directly affect predictions involving charm quarks in the initial state. But there will also be indirect effects.
Because of the momentum sum rule, other parton distributions must change to balance the change in the charm distribution. Therefore we should also look at other parton distributions in the PDF sets with intrinsic charm. Figure 5 shows the gluon PDF for the same four examples of the BHPS and SEA models as in Fig. 4 , again plotting the ratio to CT10, for the momentum scale Q = 85 GeV. Figure 6 shows the same for theū +d quark PDF. The shaded regions show the uncertainty bands for CT10. We note that for the BHPS model, the presence of intrinsic charm pulls momentum from the gluon and theū +d quark at large x; whereas for the SEA model, the presence of IC pulls momentum from theū +d quark at small x. This will affect LHC predictions in interesting ways; cf. Section 4. Before concluding this section, we note that each IC fit is a central fit, with a different assumption on the intrinsic charm distribution at the scale Q c . Hence, if we would compute eigenvector (Hessian) uncertainties for these IC fits, we would obtain an uncertainty range that expands on the CT10 uncertainty range for these gluon and quark distributions. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA SETS AND INTRINSIC CHARM
The experimental data sets included in the global analysis that led to the results of Section II are listed in Table I . With a few exceptions, they are the same as the data used in the standard CT10 fit [1] . We note that the CT10 PDFs were fitted to the individual F c 2 data sets from both H1 and ZEUS Collaborations. As shown in Table 1 , in this study we have replaced those individual F c 2 data sets by the combined H1 and ZEUS reduced cross section data (called Data Set 147) for charm production at HERA [18] .
The impact of an intrinsic charm component on the fit to the different data sets can be visualized in several different ways. In Table I , we have listed the number of data points, N pt , for each experiment, as well as the χ 2 /N pt for the CT10 fit, the BHPS2 fit, and the SEA2 fit, which have charm momentum fractions ( x IC ) of 2% and 1.5%, respectively. The change in χ 2 /N pt in the last two columns from the CT10 fit indicates which data sets are in conflict with a large intrinsic charm content.
One especially interesting data set for this paper is the combined H1 and ZEUS data for charm production in deep-inelastic ep collisions at HERA [18] . This is Data Set 147 in Table  I . Charmed particles can be produced in two ways in an ep collision: the charm-excitation process γ + c → c + X, and the charm-creation process γ + g → c + c. These are combined consistently in the calculations using the prescription introduced by ACOT [4] . However, in the presence of intrinsic charm, the former process becomes particularly important, since it is directly proportional to the c and c component of the proton. Thus, one would expect data set 147 to be particularly sensitive to intrinsic charm. In addition, this set of combined H1 and ZEUS data has smaller systematic errors than the separate data sets, which were used in our previous analysis [16] . Therefore we are interested to assess the influence of this newly available high-precision combined data. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the H1 and ZEUS combined data on charm production with the theory predictions using IC parton distributions. The agreement between data and theory for BHPS2 is satisfactory, and almost the same as for the CT10 PDFs. On the other hand, we see systematic differences between the data and SEA2, whose prediction is consistently higher than the data over the full range of Q 2 and x. Table II lists the values of χ 2 for CT10 and our four representative IC models with different amounts of IC. In general the models with sea-like intrinsic charm do worse than the standard fit or the fits with the BHPS model with valence-like intrinsic charm. The sea-like models have more charm at low values of x, which is disfavored by this HERA data with small x. We note, however, that the increase in χ 2 for SEA2 is only about 13 units, to be compared to 47 data points. The impact of intrinsic charm on the other data sets in Table I is not so obvious as for the charm production set 147. Some data sets favor the SEA models, while other data sets favor the BHPS models, while still others disfavor both. One other data set to note in particular is data set 101, which is the BCDMS F p 2 data. Although the decrease in χ 2 /N pt for BHPS2, and the increase in χ 2 /N pt for SEA2, are not obviously significant, the large number of data points N pt = 339 ensures that these have an affect on the total χ 2 . In this case the BHPS2 fit has χ 2 reduced by 24 units compared to CT10, while the SEA2 fit has χ 2 increased by 21 units. The net effect is that the full combination of all data sets to the total χ 2 disfavors the SEA model of intrinsic charm more than the BHPS model of intrinsic charm, for a given intrinsic charm momentum fraction, as seen in Fig. 1 .
A. Spartyness: an equivalent gaussian variable
From the discussion in the last paragraph, we can see that the naive use of total χ 2 as the discriminating variable may overweight data sets with large numbers of points, even if the correlation with the fitting parameter is not very significant. It was for this reason that the Tier-2 penalty was added to χ 2 in the global fitting program. The Tier-2 penalty makes use of a variable S n , which we call spartyness, which gives a measure of the goodness-of-fit for each of the individual data sets. It is defined precisely in the Appendix.
In words, we obtain the spartyness for a particular data set by mapping its {χ 2 , N} value, assumed to obey a chi-square probability distribution, onto the variable S n which has the same probability but for a standard Gaussian distribution. (cf. Appendix)
The values of S n can then be interpreted in terms of probabilities in a normal distribution. Fits with S n between -1 and 1 are accepted as reasonable, within the errors. Fits with S n > 3 are considered poor fits. Fits with S n < −3 actually fit the data much better than one would expect from normal statistical analysis; i.e., they have anomalously small residuals, presumably because the true experimental errors are smaller than the published values. Figure 8 shows S n for all 25 individual data sets, for the two models of IC, as a function of x IC . The BHPS model is shown above, and The SEA model is shown below. To focus on the data sets which are most affected by intrinsic charm, we select out just these in Figure  9 .
For the BHPS model we see that several of the data sets have a slow increase in spartyness with momentum fraction x IC , while data set 101 (BCDMS F p 2 ) has a significant decrease in spartyness for small x IC , and then levels off for larger x IC . This is consistent with the results of Fig. 1 which showed that the BHPS models for x IC 0.015 were actually slightly favored over zero intrinsic charm, but increasing x IC further decreased the overall goodness of fit for the BHPS model. The increase in χ ) and ID 504 (CDF Run-2 inclusive jets); note that S n increases for these experiments in Fig. 9 . The abrupt increase of T 2 at x IC 0.025 comes from experiment ID 110.
In contrast, the SEA model shows a strong increase in spartyness as x IC increases for several experiments, in particular for the HERA combined charm experiment ID 147. (The CDHSW measurement of F p 2 , experiment ID 108, shows a strong decrease in spartyness; but we note that that experiment is already anomalously well-fit, even for no intrinsic charm.) Again, this is consistent with the rapid rise of χ 2 versus x IC in Figure 1 at x IC ≈ 0.015; but Figure 8 is more informative, because it shows which experiments are responsible for the rapid rise in χ 2 , i.e., which experiments conflict with the large IC. In fact, it is the HERA combined charm experiment 147 that gives the dominant contribution to the Tier-2 penalty for the SEA model, and determines the limit on charm momentum fraction from Fig. 2 .
Overall, we can use the spartyness plots to understand which data sets can or cannot be fit by a particular model of intrinsic charm. For instance, the BHPS model actually gives a better global fit for x IC ∼ 0.01 because that significantly lowers the spartyness of the BCDMS F p 2 data set 101; at the same time it does not conflict with HERA inclusive charm data set 147. Evidently, intrinsic charm at large x at Q c does not conflict with charm production at HERA (low x and large Q), while it can improve the agreement with the BCDMS data. On the other hand any increase in the SEA model intrinsic charm (predominantly low x charm) worsens the fit to both data sets 101 and 147. 
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IV. PREDICTIONS FOR THE LHC
The inclusion of intrinsic charm changes the charm quark distributions at high Q values significantly, as well as affects the gluon and other quark PDFs through the PDF correlations in the global fit as shown in Section II. Thus it may have impact on collider observables [41] . For example, in Figs. 10-13 we show the predictions of the NNLO total cross sections for W and Z boson production, Higgs boson production through gluon fusion, and top quark pair production at the LHC at √ S = 8 and 14 TeV. The NNLO cross sections for W and Z boson production are computed with FEWZ2.1 [42, 43] . The NNLO cross sections for Higgs boson and top quark pair production are obtained from iHix1.3 [44] and Top++2.0 [45, 46] , with m h = 125 GeV, m t = 173.3 GeV and the QCD scales set to the corresponding mass values. For each pair of total cross sections, we show the central predictions from CT10 with the 90% C.L. PDF tolerance ellipse as well as predictions from the four examples with intrinsic charm.
In Figs. 10-13, generally the predictions from the chosen IC models differ from the central predictions of CT10 by less than 2%, which is smaller than the PDF uncertainties of CT10 but may not be negligible for precise predictions for the LHC. For the SEA models, the cross sections at the LHC are almost uniformly smaller, due to the reduction in momentum fraction remaining for the other non-charm partons. The only exception is W − production through the processcs → W − , which benefits from the increasedc distribution. The production of Higgs bosons and top quark pairs, in particular, are reduced for nonzero IC SEA, due to the reduction in gluons and light sea quarks in the relevant regions of x and Q, as seen previously in Figs. 5 and 6.
For the BHPS models, the situation is more complicated, since the gluon and light sea quark PDFs are increased in the region x 0.1 in the BHPS models. In this case the production of Z and W ± (independent of sign) are increased and the production of top quark pairs is decreased by an increase of IC in the BHPS models. The production of Higgs bosons is fairly insensitive to the amount of IC for the BHPS model. Also it is interesting to see from Figs. 10, 11 and 13 that the predictions from the BHPS models follow similar (anti) correlations as CT10 since they distribute along the diagonal direction of the ellipse, in distinction to the SEA models.
We can also check the effects of the IC on the rapidity distribution of the vector boson production. Charm quark contributions there have different shapes compared to the light quarks depending on the momentum profile of the charm quark of the IC models. Figs. 14-16 give the NNLO predictions of the rapidity distributions of W ± and Z boson productions from CT10 and the four IC models. They are calculated with the program Vrap0.9 [52] , and both the renormalization and factorization scales are chosen to be the mass of the vector boson. The differences are small among four IC models, and their predictions are all within the CT10 PDF uncertainties. In Fig. 17 we further plot the ratios of the rapidity distribution, dσ W ± /dσ Z , which presumably are more sensitive to the charm quark contributions due to the cancellations of the uncertainties from light quark contributions. This is evident from comparing the size of error band induced by the PDF uncertainty in Figs. 14-16 to that in Fig. 17 . We can see that in the small or intermediate rapidity region the predictions of SEA2 lie outdide the CT10 PDF uncertainties, similar to that for BHPS2 in the large rapidity region. As already pointed out in our previous IC study [16] , and recently in Refs. [47, 48] , the partonic process g + c → γ/Z + c is directly sensitive to the initial state charm distribution,
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BHPS1 BHPS2 SEA1 SEA2 although precision measurements could be experimentally challenging at the LHC. Figure  18 shows predictions of the differential cross sections of an on-shell Z boson production in association with a charm quark at the LHC from CT10 and the IC models. The matrix element calculations of the process are only available up to NLO in QCD [49] and are implemented in program MCFM [50] . We simply convolute them with our NNLO PDFs in order to show the relative changes of the cross sections in the presence of IC. Figure 18 gives the transverse momentum distribution of the Z boson with kinematic cuts of p T > 50 GeV, and |η| < 2.1 applied on the charm quark jet using the anti-k T algorithm with the radius parameter R = 0.5. In this calculation, both the renormalization and factorization scales are chosen to be the scale sum of the transverse momenta of final state particles. We have checked that in the large p T region, the theoretical uncertainty induced by varying these scales simultaneously by a factor of 2 is much smaller than the error induced by the CT10 error PDFs. We can clearly see that in the large p T,Z region, predictions from the fits with IC models deviate sigificantly from CT10 as a direct result of the charm distribution changes shown in Fig. 18 . Thus, it shows a potential for discriminating the possible IC models. In particular, at large values of p T,Z it is very sensitive to the presence of IC in the BHPS models, since they have a large enhancement at large x. However, the cross sections are small, and there are further suppressions from the decay branching ratios of the Z boson, as well as the charm quark jet-tagging efficiency. A detailed study of the feasibility of this process at the LHC is needed, but it is beyond the scope of the current work. 
V. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE CHARM MASS AND INTRINSIC
CHARM
The curves in Fig. 3 show that the charm distribution in the SEA model is very similar in shape to the charm distribution of CT10 with no IC. It mostly differs in overall normalization. This then begs the question whether it can be distinguished from some other physics that may produce more cc radiation, such as a change in the charm quark mass, m c . In this section we investigate the correlation between m c and IC in the SEA model.
A lighter charm quark mass could mimic the effects of intrinsic charm, because with a smaller mass, the charm PDF turns on sooner, resulting in more charm at a given value of Q. Conversely, a larger value of the charm mass would result in a smaller charm content at a given value of Q, which could then be made up with some intrinsic charm. This possibility is intriguing because the standard value of the charm mass m pole c = 1.3 GeV, which was used in the CT10 analysis [1] and was shown to be favored by the global analysis data [12] , is smaller than the world average given by the Particle Data Group (PDG) [51] , which was obtained using a mostly orthogonal set of data. Rather than performing a combined fit of m c and IC, we shall just demonstrate the effect by re-running the analysis of section II, using the larger value of m c = 1.67 GeV. We emphasize that we are not advocating this large value of the charm mass, but are just using it to observe the correlation between fits of the charm mass and intrinsic charm. In Fig. 19 we plot the results of the global fitting for χ 2 F versus the intrinsic charm content, x IC , for the SEA model, both for our standard charm mass m c = 1.3 GeV and for the larger value of m c = 1.67 GeV. We keep the same initial scale for the light partons, Q 0 = 1.295 GeV, for both choices of m c . As seen previously, the dependence of χ 2 F on x IC for m c = 1.3 GeV is quite flat for small charm content and then begins to rise. The curve looks like a quadratic function with a minimum close to x IC = 0. This is consistent with the fact the m c = 1.3 GeV is near the best fit of the charm mass with zero IC to the global analysis data. On the other hand, for m c = 1.67 GeV, the χ 2 F begins at a higher value for zero IC and then noticeably decreases to a minimum at around x IC = 0.01. Thus, if a larger value of the charm mass could be decisively shown to be required, then the global analysis would prefer nonzero IC, even for the SEA model, although this preference is not currently statistically significant. We note, however, that the overall value of χ 2 F is still worse for m c = 1.67 GeV and x IC = 0.01 than for m c = 1.3 GeV with zero intrinsic charm. We investigate this further in Fig. 20 , where we compare the "spartyness" S n as a function of x IC for the same set of experiments that were sensitive to the SEA model in Fig. 9 for m c = 1.3 GeV. The main thing to note here is that the spartyness for data set 147, combined charm production at HERA, is significantly worse for m c = 1.67 GeV than for m c = 1.3 GeV. For m c = 1.67 GeV and zero IC, the spartyness of data set 147 is more than 5, which indicates a very poor fit to the data. Increasing the IC content makes the fit better for this charm mass, but the spartyness is still a good bit higher than that with m c = 1.3 GeV and no IC. In addition, the fit to the combined HERA1 DIS data set 159 worsens as the charm momentum fraction increases for the SEA model with m c = 1.67 GeV.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The hypothesis of intrinsic charm (IC) is a long-standing question in high-energy physics, combining QCD theory (both perturbative and nonperturbative) and phenomenology. [19] The purpose of this paper is to reassess the theory based on up-to-date global analysis of QCD at the NNLO approximation.
The final conclusion of this work is that the wide range of short-distance processes that are commonly used in global analysis can be described accurately without an IC component of the proton; however, they do not rule out a small IC component. Quantitatively, we can construct PDFs that are acceptable fits to the global data (acceptable within the 90% C.L.) with x IC ≤ 1.5% for a sea-like IC in the SEA model at Q c = 1.3 GeV; or with x IC ≤ 2.5% for a valence-like IC (i.e., concentrated at large x) in the BHPS model, cf. Fig. 2 . The HERA combined data on inclusive charm production in ep deep-inelastic scattering is particularly important. It constrains the SEA model more strongly than other data. On the other hand, it neither constrains nor favors the large-x IC of the BHPS model.
We also investigated the correlation between IC content and the value of the charm quark mass in the global fits. We found that a larger value of m c was better fit with larger amounts of intrinsic charm, even for the SEA model. (The best fit for m c = 1.67 GeV required about x IC ≈ 1% for the SEA model.) However, the HERA combined data on inclusive charm production has a significant tension with larger values of the m c , which is only somewhat alleviated by including nonzero IC. Thus, the overall best fit to the data with the SEA model still appears be with the smaller charm quark mass m c = 1.3 GeV and small or zero IC.
Predictions for LHC measurements, based on the IC PDFs, are interesting. The figures in Sec. IV show that the IC models with largest allowed IC, are right up against the uncertainty limits for the CT10 PDFs. In other words, the PDF uncertainties are just as large as the IC effects. Global analysis cannot say more about IC until the PDFs are more accurately determined. (Special interactions, especially sensitive to the charm quark but not used in global analysis, might be able to say more.) But more accurate measurements at the LHC will reduce the PDF uncertainties. The results of Sec. IV show that new LHC results will impact the limit on intrinsic charm. Or, if 2% intrinsic charm is real then the results of Sec. IV indicate that it will show up as a discrepancy between theory and data in some common LHC measurements. For example, Fig. 14 shows that the BHPS models can strongly modify the p T,Z distribution in associated production of Z boson and charm jet.
Some recent research regarding intrinsic charm has focused on inclusive charm production at the LHC or Tevatron [15, [53] [54] [55] , or on associated production of charm with a prompt photon [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] . The IC PDFs constructed here can be used to make up-to-date predictions for those processes. This set of CT10 IC PDFs will be made available via an internet website.
Appendix: Spartyness: an equivalent gaussian variable
We introduce the variable S n , to simplify the comparison of data and theory for the many data sets in the global analysis. S n is the equivalent Gaussian variable, equivalent in likelihood to a given chi-square measure. 4 We could, of course, just use the individual values of χ 2 /N pt as measures of the goodnessof-fit for the different data sets, e.g., as in Table I . However, that variable has different meanings for different values of N pt . For example, χ 2 /N pt = 11.0/10 has a much different meaning than χ 2 /N pt = 110.0/100, although they have the same value. The chi-square probability for χ 2 /N pt ≥ 11.0/10 is 0.358; the probability for χ 2 /N pt ≥ 110.0/100 is 0.232. And the probability for χ 2 /N ≥ 1100.0/1000 is only 0.015. Different data sets in the global analysis have very different numbers of data N pt ; so the meaning of different values of χ 2 /N pt is not manifest.
The variable S n is designed to clarify the goodness of fit, by transforming the cumulative probability from the Chi-Square distribution (which can be misleading because it depends on N) to the normal distribution (which is more familiar).
The spartyness S n is a function of χ 2 and N. Let P (χ 2 , N) denote the χ 2 -probability distribution function (PDF) for N variables. Its cumulative distribution function (CDF) is
The definition of S n is C(χ 2 , N) = Sn −∞ e −x 2 /2 dx √ 2π .
We find that this variable is very helpful in judging the goodness of fit for the individual experiments in the global analysis; cf. Section 3. The pure definition is not very convenient for computation. Therefore we use an accurate approximation for S n [61] S n ≈ L(χ 2 , N pt ) (8)
Ideally, the variable S n has an approximately Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. For a good fit to data, the value of S n should be roughly between -1 and 1. A fit with S n > 3 should be considered a poor fit. For a fit with S n < −3, equivalent to χ 2 ≪ N pt , we might assume that the actual systematic errors are smaller than the values used in the calculation of χ 2 . In reality, the variable S n is unexpectedly large for some data sets, which are never fit very well in global analysis. Therefore, we do not judge the absolute values of S n , but rather the relative values-relative to the best global fit-when comparing different sets of PDFs. For example, in Figs. 8 and 9 we assume it is not the absolute value of S n for a chosen experiment that is relevant; but the change in the value as a function of x IC , which informs about the sensitivity of the experiment to the amount of intrinsic charm.
a. The Tier-2 penalty. When comparing the quality of agreement between theory and data, especially comparing alternative PDFs to a central fit, we impose additional penalties for large increases of S n . The penalty T 2 (i) for experiment i increases faster than χ 2 i as distance to the central fit increases, when the likelihood of data set i goes below 10%. Then using χ 2 + T 2 to judge the goodness of fit, we can exclude test PDFs for which one or a few data sets do not respect the 90% confidence level. Technically, we define the Tier-2 penalty for experiment i by (S n (i)/S n,best (i)) p , where the exponent p is greater than 2. The Tier 2 penalties in this paper were calculated by arbitrarily taking p to be 16. (We do not impose an added penalty on experiments with S n < 0.) The Tier-2 penalty is not used in finding the central fit, but it is used in constructing the error PDFs in the Hessian error analysis. That helps to avoid error PDFs that conflict (outside the 90% confident level) with individual data sets. We also use the Tier-2 penalty when estimating uncertainties of alternative PDFs in the manner of Figure 2 . The simple requirement that the global ∆χ 2 must be less than some chosen "tolerance" is not adequate; we must assure that no individual experiment would definitively rule out the alternative PDFs.
